We perform a detailed study of the cosmological dynamics of a recently proposed infrared modification of the Einstein equations, based on the introduction of a nonlocal term constructed with m 2 g µν 2 −1 R, where m is a mass parameter. The theory generates automatically a dynamical dark energy component, that can reproduce the observed value of the dark energy density without introducing a cosmological constant. Fixing m so to reproduce the observed value Ω DE 0.68, and writing w(a) = w 0 + (1 − a)w a , the model provides a neat prediction for the equation of state parameters of dark energy, w 0 −1.042 and w a −0.020. We show that, because of some freedom in the definition of 2 −1 , one can extend the construction so to define a more general family of non-local models. However, in a first approximation this turns out to be equivalent to adding an explicit cosmological constant term on top of the dynamical dark energy component. This leads to an extended model with two parameters, Ω Λ and m. Even in this extension the EOS parameter w 0 is always on the phantom side, in the range −1.33 < ∼ w 0 ≤ −1, and there is a prediction for the relation between w 0 and w a .
Introduction
The study of modifications of General Relativity (GR) at cosmological scales has gained much impetus in recent years, as one of the most promising directions for understanding the origin of the observed acceleration of the Universe. The interest for such infrared (IR) modifications was initially spurred by the DGP model [1] , which indeed has a selfaccelerating solution [2, 3] . The viability of this specific proposal was eventually ruled out by the existence of a ghost instability [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , but the search for consistent IR modifications of GR and the study of their cosmological consequences has been developed in various different directions. In particular, recent years have seen significant developments toward the construction of a consistent theory of massive gravity [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] (see [23] for a review), and the study of its cosmological consequences [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Another aspect of this intense activity is that various independent lines of reasoning seems to point toward the relevance of some form of non-locality for the dark energy problem. Non-local operators that modify GR in the far IR appear in the degravitation proposal [32, 33] (see also [34] [35] [36] ). A non-local cosmological model based on a non-local action has been proposed in [37] , and has been further studied in a number of recent papers, see e.g. [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Another interesting nonlocal model has been studied in [49] [50] [51] . Non-local gravity models have also been studied as UV modifications of GR, see e.g. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] .
In [57] it has been proposed a non-local modification of Einstein equation of the form
We use the notation 2 to denote the d'Alembertian operator g µν ∇ µ ∇ ν with respect to the metric g µν , and 2
−1
ret is its inverse computed using the retarded Green's function, as required by causality. The superscript T denotes the extraction of the transverse part of the tensor, which exploits the fact that, in a generic curved space-time, any symmetric tensor S µν can be decomposed as
where ∇ µ S T µν = 0 [58, 59] . The extraction of the transverse part of a tensor is a non-local operation. For instance in flat space, where ∇ µ → ∂ µ , it is easy to show that the inversion of eq. (1.2) is
Because of its non-local nature, the transverse part of a tensor does not appear in the classical equations of motion of a local theory. In eq. (1.1), however, we already have an explicit 2 −1 operator, so we have already payed the price of non-locality, and the use of the transverse part of a tensor becomes natural. Again, because of causality, we use the retarded Green's function to define the non-local operators than enter in the extraction of the transverse part. Equation (1.1) can be seen as a refinement of the original degravitation idea proposed in [32, 33] , which was based on an equation of the form 1 − m 2 2 G µν = 8πG T µν (1.4) (with m 2 a constant or, more generally, a function m 2 (2); this generalization could also be applied to eq. (1.1), using an operator m 2 (2 ret ) inside the transverse-part operation). A shortcoming of eq. (1.4) is that, since the covariant derivative does not commute with 2 −1 , the left-hand side of eq. (1.4) is not transverse, and hence ∇ µ T µν = 0. In contrast, the left-hand side of eq. (1.1) is transverse by construction, so the energy-momentum tensor is automatically conserved. Observe furthermore that the use of the retarded Green's function in eq. (1.1) ensures causality. 1 However , the presence of a retarded propagator already at the level of the equations of motion (rather than, as usual, just in their solution), has important consequences for the conceptual meaning of such equations. As we discuss in detail in [60] , it implies that such non-local equations should not be understood as the equation of motion of a non-local QFT, but rather as effective classical equations derived from some classical or quantum averaging of a more fundamental local theory. Equation (1.1) can be further generalized to 5) where b 1 , b 2 are arbitrary coefficients, and for the moment we work for generality in d spatial dimensions. The factor (d − 1)/(2d), is a convenient normalization of the b 2 coefficient. In particular, in [61] has been studied the model with b 1 = 0, b 2 = 1, and it has been found that it has particularly interesting cosmological properties. The purpose of the present paper is to elaborate in more detail on the cosmological results presented in [61] . We will also discuss in some detail the consequences of the fact that different definitions of the 2 −1 operator are possible. Indeed, the most general solution of an equation such as 2f = j is f (x) = (2 −1 j)(x) ≡ f hom (x) + d d+1 x −g(x ) G(x; x )j(x ) , (1.6) where f hom (x) is any solution of 2f hom = 0 and G(x; x ) is any Green's function of the 2 operator. To define our non-local model we must specify what definition of 2 −1 we use, i.e. we must specify the Green's function and the corresponding solution of the homogeneous equation. We will always use the retarded Green's function. Still, in a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetime, there remains a freedom due to the fact that there is no obvious initial time where the convolution with the Green's function starts.
If we consider a model that, in the early Universe, starts from a radiation dominated (RD) phase, we can for instance start to convolution deep in RD (e.g., even at t = 0, as done in [37] ). However, if we consider a model whose evolution begins in an earlier inflationary phase, the convolution will rather start at the beginning of the inflationary phase. Once extrapolated into the RD phase, this different definition of 2 −1 ret will generate a non-vanishing homogeneous solutions, that depends on the earlier history. As we will see, in FRW in a first approximation this freedom turns out to be equivalent to the freedom of introducing an explicit cosmological constant term. We will also discuss how the introduction of auxiliary fields allows us to put these non-local models in a local form. In this "localized" form the parameters labeling different definitions of the 2 −1 operator, and hence different non-local theories, are mapped onto the initial conditions for the auxiliary fields. We will examine in detail the subtleties involved in this mapping which, if not properly taken into account, can easily lead to the inclusion of solutions that, with respect to a given initial non-local model, are spurious.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In sect. 2 we define our basic model and in sect. 3 we will perform a detailed analysis of its cosmological consequences, expanding on the results presented in [61] . In sects. 2 and 3 we focus on a "minimal" model, in which the evolution is started during RD and the 2 −1 operator is defined so that the associated homogeneous solution in the RD phase is set to zero. In sect. 4 we discuss how the definition of the 2 −1 operator can be extended and we show that, when one writes the model in terms of auxiliary fields, this extension is reflected into the initial conditions of the auxiliary fields. Apart from allowing us to identify a more general class of models, the discussion in this section is important also for understanding the issue of the stability of the solution within a given non-local model. As we will see, the local formulation puts together the space of solutions of all these different models. As a result, apparent instabilities of a solution in the local formulation do not correspond necessarily to actual instabilities in the original non-local model, since they correspond to moving from the solution of a given non-local model toward the solutions of a different non-local model.
In a related paper [60] we discuss in greater generality the conceptual issues raised by these non-local equations, in particular in connection with apparent ghost-like degrees of freedom that seem to emerge from these models, and we show that such apparent ghosts are spurious and do not represent propagating degrees of freedom of the theory. Models of the form (1.5) with b 1 = 0 seem less viable because of cosmological instabilities, and we examine them in App. A. Our notation and convention are as in [57] . In particular, we use the signature η µν = (−, +, +, +).
The "minimal" model
We now set b 1 = 0, b 2 = 1 in eq. (1.5), i.e. we study the model given by
First of all, we need to give a precise definition of the 2 −1 operator, i.e. we must assign the Green's function and the corresponding homogeneous solution in eq. (1.6). We directly specialize to a spatially flat FRW metric in d spatial dimensions,
In this section we follow [37] and we define ret R vanishes during RD, and only becomes active in the subsequent matter dominated (MD) phase. In FRW, on a scalar f (t), we have 2f = −a −d ∂ 0 (a d ∂ 0 f ), so one immediately verifies that eq. (2.2) indeed provides a possible inversion of the 2 −1 operator. This inversion corresponds to a retarded Green's function, as we see from the fact that the integration is only over times t and t smaller than t. Equivalently, we can rewrite eq. (2.2) as
which can be rearranged in the form
where
In sect. 4 we will study a more general class of models, in which we add a general solution of the homogeneous equations to the definition (2.2) and we will find, quite remarkably, that the above freedom basically amounts to the possibility of introducing in the theory a cosmological constant term. A similar issue of definition of non-local operators arises when we compute the transverse part in eq. (2.1). To extract the transverse part we proceed as in [57, 61] . We introduce a scalar field U from
We then define S µν = −U g µν , and we split S µν as in eq. (1.2). To determine S µ we apply ∇ µ to both sides of this equation, obtaining
We must therefore invert the operator (δ µ ν 2 + ∇ µ ∇ ν ). In FRW this inversion simplifies considerably. Indeed, the three-vector S i vanishes because there is no preferred spatial direction, while from the ν = 0 component of eq. (2.7) we get a differential equation for
In this case we must therefore invert the operator
Denoting by D ret (t; t ) the retarded Green's function of this operator, the definition analogous to (2.4) is
i.e. we set again to zero the solutions of the associated homogeneous equation Df = 0. We will refer to the non-local model that makes use of these definitions of 2 −1 ret and D
−1 ret
as the "minimal model". We can now write down the cosmological equations governing this model. Since the energy-momentum tensor in eq. (2.1) is conserved by construction, the cosmological evolution is determined by the (0, 0) component of eq. (2.1), i.e. the Friedmann equation.
More explicitly, inserting the definitions (2.4) and (2.10), our non-local model is defined by the integro-differential equation
3 Cosmological dynamics
Local form of the evolution equations
To evolve the equation numerically it can be convenient to transform the integro-differential equation (2.1) into a set of local equations. This can be obtained using the auxiliary fields U (t) and S 0 (t) defined above. Equation (2.6) can be written as 2U = −R so, together with eqs. (2.8) and (2.11), we have three differential equations for the three functions {H(t), U (t), S 0 (t)}. The retarded prescriptions in eqs. (2.6) and (2.10) are automatically taken into account by assigning initial conditions on U (t) and S 0 (t) at an initial time t * and integrating the equations forward in time. To integrate, we must then assign U,U , S 0 andṠ 0 at t = t * . In turn, these initial conditions are uniquely specified by the definitions of the 2 −1 ret and D −1 ret operators given in eqs. (2.6) and (2.10), and in particular by the choice of the associated homogeneous solutions, which here we have set to zero. Thus, from eq. (2.6) we have U (t * ) = 0. Furthermore, eq. (2.6) givesU
and therefore alsoU (t * ) = 0. Similarly, the retarded nature of D ret (t; t ) in eq. (2.10) implies that S 0 (t * ) = 0. Furthermore, writing D ret (t; t ) = θ(t − t )g(t; t ), we havė
In t = t * this vanishes, becauseU (t * ) = 0. In summary, the original integro-differential equation (2.12) is equivalent to the coupled system of differential equations 
It is important to stress that the initial conditions on the auxiliary fields U and S 0 are fixed, once we give the definition of the 2 −1 and D −1 operators in the original non-local model. Taking these initial conditions as free parameters is incorrect. In other words, the space of solutions of the local system (3. ret fixes a corresponding solution of the homogeneous solutions associated to eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). If one forgets this simple but important point, one can easily fall into the mistake of believing that the solutions of 2U = 0 and DS 0 = 0 represent scalar propagating degrees of freedom of the original non-local model. The fact that these degrees of freedom are spurious, and are an artifact of the "localization" procedure, has been recognized recently by various authors in similar non-local models [46, 51, 62, 63] . The issue is even more important in flat Minkowski space, where these spurious degrees of freedom include a ghost. This would lead to the erroneous conclusion that the quantum vacuum of these theories is unstable. In fact, there is no propagating degree of freedom associated to the ghost. In the flatspace case the solutions of the associated homogeneous equation 2U = 0 are of course just plane wave. However, the coefficients a k and a * k of these plane-wave solutions are not free parameters that, at the quantum level, can be promoted to annihilation and creation operators of a quantum field. Simply, they are fixed once the definition of the 2 −1 operator is given (e.g. to a k = a * k = 0), and do not parametrize degrees of freedom of the original non-local theory (see also the more extended discussion in [60] ).
Cosmological evolution
Having clarified this important conceptual point, we can now use the local form of the equations to study the cosmological evolution. We take ρ equal to the sum of the matter density ρ M and the radiation density ρ R , and we henceforth restrict to d = 3 spatial dimensions. We do not add by hand a cosmological constant term ρ Λ , since our aim is to investigate whether a viable dynamical dark energy (DE) component emerges automatically from the term proportional to the mass m. It is also convenient to define Y = U −Ṡ 0 , since this is the quantity that appears in eq. (2.11), and use {H, U, Y } as independent variables. We also define
where ρ 0 = 3H 2 0 /(8πG), and
Then eq. (2.11) becomes
Thus, the term proportional to m 2 plays the role of a dynamical dark energy. In order to deal with dimensionless quantities only we define as usual
where ρ c (t) = 3H 2 (t)/(8πG) and i labels radiation, matter and dark energy), and we use the notations
. We find useful to parametrize the temporal evolution using the variable x ≡ ln a(t) instead of t, and we denote df /dx = f . Then, we get [61]
where the evolution of Y (x) is obtained from the coupled system of equations
and ζ is given by
The initial conditions (3.6), together with the definition Y = U −Ṡ 0 , imply that Y (t * ) = 0. Furthermore, using eq. (3.5), we see that eq. (3.6) also implies thatS 0 (t * ) = 0, and therefore alsoẎ (t * ) = 0. Thus, the initial conditions corresponding to the original integrodifferential equation (2.12) are
Observe that ζ(x) is related to the total equation of state (EOS) parameter w(t), defined by p(t) = w(t)ρ(t), where p = i p i , ρ = i ρ i (and, again, i labels radiation, matter and dark energy). Combining energy-momentum conservationρ + 3(1 + w)Hρ = 0 with the Friedmann equation
or, using x as time evolution variable and observing thatḢ/H 2 = H /H,
We finally define the dark energy equation-of-state (EOS) parameter w DE (x) froṁ
Observing thatρ = Hρ we get
The EOS parameter of this dark energy component is therefore close to −1 if |Y /3Y | 1.
Perturbative solutions and stability
The above equations are highly non-linear, because the function Y (x) and its derivative appears also in ζ(x). As discussed in [61] it is useful to begin by studying a perturbative regime, where the contribution of Y (x) to ζ(x) is negligible. In particular we expect that this will be true in the early Universe (i.e. at x large and negative) so that we recover standard cosmology at early times. We therefore assume that, as x → −∞,
and we check a posteriori the self-consistency of the procedure. In this case, in each given era ζ(x) can be further approximated by a constant ζ 0 , with ζ 0 = −2 in RD and ζ 0 = −3/2 in MD, and eq. (3.12) can be integrated analytically. The perturbative solution for U is given by [61] U
where the coefficients u 0 , u 1 parametrize the general solution of the homogeneous equation
For later use, we study here the perturbative solution with generic initial conditions, and we will later impose the initial conditions (3.14) appropriate to our problem. Plugging eq. (3.19) into eq. (3.11) and solving for Y (x) we get [61]
Observe that in RD ζ 0 = −2 and the inhomogeneous solutions for U and Y vanish. This is a consequence of the fact that in RD the Ricci scalar vanishes, so 2U = 0 and the only contributions to U and to (U g µν ) T come from the solutions of the homogeneous equations. The inhomogeneous solution is self-consistent with our perturbative approach. Indeed, in a pure RD phase it just vanishes, and in a generic epoch, as x → −∞, Y (x) ∝ x so its contribution to ζ(x) is anyhow negligible compared to the term Ω M e −3x and Ω R e −4x in eq. (3.13). Specializing now the case in which the evolution is started at a value x = x * deep in RD, we see that at the initial time the inhomogeneous solution vanishes and therefore
Imposing the initial conditions (3.14) in RD therefore amounts to setting u 0 = u 1 = a 1 = a 2 = 0, i.e. we set to zero the solution of the homogeneous equations in RD.
In sect. 4 we will study what happens if we rather start the evolution in an earlier phase, such as an earlier inflationary epoch. Observe that, in a generic epoch, the homogeneous solutions for U are always stable (as long as ζ 0 ≥ −3, i.e. w ≤ 1, which is always the case).
The homogeneous solution for Y is stable as long as both α + ≤ 0 and α − ≤ 0. This gives the condition ζ 0 ≤ −1, i.e. 24) which is satisfied in RD and MD. In particular, in RD α ± = (1/2)(−5 ± √ 13) and in MD α ± = (−9 ± √ 57)/4. However, the condition w 0 < −1/3 is the condition for having an accelerated expansion so, if we start the evolution in an inflationary era, and we allow for generic values of the coefficients a 1 , a 2 , the perturbative solution is unstable. However, as discussed above (and as we will discuss again in detail in sect. 4) the initial conditions are in one-to-one correspondence with the definition of the non-local operators in the original non-local model. Thus, if we start the evolution in an earlier inflationary era, and we define the non-local operators 2 ret so that their associated homogeneous solutions vanish, we must set a 1 = a 2 = 0 in eq. (3.20) in the perturbative solution valid during the inflationary era. With this definition of the non-local model, the exponentially growing homogeneous solutions are simply not solutions of the original non-local integrodifferential equation, and are an artifact due to the fact that the space of solutions of the local form of the equations is larger than the space of solutions of the original non-local model. In turn, setting to zero the homogeneous solutions during the inflationary era will generate non-zero homogeneous solutions during the subsequent RD era, whose effect will be studied in sect. 4.
Numerical solution of the full equations
We now integrate eqs. 0 , h 0 = 0.6711 [64] (and we set Ω Λ = 0). The appropriate value of γ must then be determined by trials and errors, since Ω DE = γY (0) and the evolution of Y (x) depends on γ itself through the dependence of ζ(x) on γ. 2 We find that, having set Ω M = 0.3175, h 0 = 0.6711 and Ω R = 4.15 × 10 −5 h −2 0 , the required value is γ = 0.050255 (where this number of digits is necessary so that
2 Alternatively we could start from the equations in the form (3.3)-(3.5), fix an initial value x * , say deep in RD, assign γ as well as the values of ρM (x * ) and ρR(x * ), and let the system evolve forward in time (again, the initial conditions on U and S0 are uniquely fixed by the definition of the non-local operators in the original non-local model). The present value of time t0 (or, equivalently, the value x0) is then identified by the condition that H(x) reaches the observed value H0. Each value of {γ, ρM (x * ), ρR(x * )} produces a given matter and dark energy content at x = x0. The values of γ, ρM (x * ) and ρR(x * ) could then be chosen, by trial and errors, so to obtain the desired values of ΩM and ΩR today. However, passing to the dimensionless quantity h(x) and fixing directly ΩM and ΩR in eq. (3.10) to the desired values is a much more effective way of proceeding, since then we must vary just a single parameter γ. The reason is that in the three-dimensional space spanned by γ, ρM (x * ) and ρR(x * ) there are degeneracies, due to the fact that two models with different values of {γ, ρM (x * ), ρR(x * )} can reach the same values of H0 at different values of x0. Imposing that the present time is at x0 = 0 removes this degeneracy. The result of the numerical integration of eqs. (3.11)-(3.13) is shown in the upper panels of Fig. 1 (blue solid lines) . The red dashed lines give the corresponding perturbative solutions, that could be obtained analytically by matching the solution (3.19) , (3.20) across the RD-MD transition or, more simply, directly by numerical integration of eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), setting γ = 0 in eq. (3.13).
The behavior of γY (x) is particularly interesting, since γY (x) is equal to the dark energy density ρ DE (x) (normalized to ρ 0 , see eq. (3.7) ). In the RD phase it remains zero, while in the MD phase it begins to grow according to the perturbative solution, and finally it becomes large and begins to dominate near the present epoch. It then decreases and goes to zero in the future, roughly as a −3/2 = e −3x/2 . Even if it goes to zero, at large x this dark energy density still remains the dominant component, since it only decreases approximately as a −3/2 , while the matter density decreases as a −3 . In the lower left panel of Fig. 1 we show the energy fractions Ω i (t) = ρ i (t)/ρ c (t) for i = radiation, matter and dark energy. In the the lower right panel we show the ratio Ω DE (z)/Ω M (z) as a function of the the redshift z = e −x − 1 (blue solid line) and we compare it with the same ratio in ΛCDM (red dashed line). For instance, at the value z = 1.7 relevant for supernovae, this ratio is 0.094 for our model and 0.109 for ΛCDM.
The fact that this model can generate a sizable DE density today, even starting from a solution that vanishes in RD, is already a non-trivial result. Furthermore, having fixed the mass m (or, equivalently, γ) from the condition Ω DE = 1 − Ω M − Ω R , we have no more free parameters and the time evolution of Ω DE (x) is uniquely fixed, so we get a prediction for evolution the of ρ DE (x) with x. This information can be compactly summarized using fitting functions, as we now discuss.
Fitting functions
In principle the function ρ DE (x)/ρ 0 = γY (x) computed above by numerical integration of the differential equations, and displayed in Fig. 1 , contains all the information on the evolution of the DE density. However, in practice it is convenient to "coarse grain" the information contained in Fig. 1 , expressing it in terms of a fitting function that contains just a few parameters that can be directly compared to observations. Since the function Ω DE (x) is negligible in the early Universe (as we see from the lower left panel in Fig. 1 ), it is actually sufficient to find a parametrization that fits it well in the recent cosmological epoch, where it start to become important. In general, the most appropriate fitting function and the corresponding best-fit parameters will depend on the range of values of x = ln a that we consider. It is useful to distinguish different case, also to have an idea of the stability of the fit.
1. We first consider the region −1 < x < 0, corresponding to redshifts 0 < z < ∼ 1.72. We use the standard fitting function [65, 66] 
where a = e x . We define ∆w as the difference between the value of the numerical expression and this fitting function, and we minimize with respect to w 0 and w a the quantity
We find that the best-fit values are w 0 = −1.0420, w a = −0.0199. In the left panel of Fig. 2 we show the function w DE (x) determined numerically (blue solid line) and the fitting function (3.25) with these best-fit values (red, dashed). For later purposes, we also show in this figure these functions in the region 0 < x < 1. We see that this fitting function is no longer accurate for x > 0, which however corresponds to the future and it is therefore not relevant for the comparison with observations. In contrast, in the region −1 ≤ x < 0 the relative error between the numerical result and the fitting function, shown of the right panel, is at the level |∆w/w| ≤ 2 × 10 −4 , so in this region this fitting function should be quite accurate for most purposes.
To assess the robustness of these best-fit values under changes of the cosmological parameters we have repeated the numerical integration changing Ω M , readjusting the mass m so that Ω M + Ω R + γY (0) = 1, and repeating the fitting procedure. We change Ω M in the interval [0.030, 0.033], which corresponds to the 68% limits of Planck+WP [64] .
For Ω M = 0.030, minimizing with respect to w 0 , w a we get w 0 = −1.0420, w a = −0.0207, while for Ω M = 0.033 we get w 0 = −1.0421, w a = −0.0193. Thus, at the level of accuracy of the first three digits, the predictions of the model for w 0 and w a are unaffected. We also compared with a fit of the form 27) again restricting for the moment to the region −1 < x < 0. Taking also q as a free fitting parameter gives the best-fit values w 0 = −1.0420, w a = −0.0194 and q = 1.039, but the improvement in the minimization of the χ 2 is practically irrelevant, so the introduction of q as a new fitting parameter in this case is not justified.
In conclusion, in the region −1 < x < 0 the dark energy EOS is very well fitted by eq. −0.69 and w a < 1.32 [64] . Actually, since our prediction for w a is such that |w a | 1, it is meaningful to compare directly with the result of ref. [64] for a constant w DE , which is much more stringent. The result obtained combining Planck+WP+SNLS is w DE = −1.13
+0.13
−0.14 while Planck+WP+Union2.1 gives w DE = −1.09 ± 0.17. The prediction given in eq. (3.28) is therefore consistent with the Planck result, and on the phantom side. 3 The fact that the EOS parameter is on the phantom side is generically a consequence of the fact that in our model the DE density starts from zero in RD and then grows during MD. Thus, in this regime ρ DE > 0 andρ DE > 0, and then eq. (3.16) implies (1 + w DE ) < 0.
2. The region −3 < x < 0. At x = −1 (which corresponds to a redshift z 1.72) we have Ω DE (x)/Ω M (x) 0.09, which is small but not completely negligible, and depending on the type of cosmological observations that one might wish to use for testing the model, it can be useful to have a fitting function that works accurately down to lower values of x, e.g. down to the value x = −3 (which corresponds to a redshift z 19), where Ω DE (x)/Ω M (x) 1.5 × 10 −4 . At even more negative values of x the effect of dark energy becomes even smaller, and in most situations a more accurate parametrization will probably not be needed. The fitting function (3.25) works quite well, as we have seen, for −1 < x < 0, but goes astray for x < −1, as we can see from the left panel in Fig. 3 . In contrast, a good fitting function over the whole range −3 < x < 0 is given by w DE (a) = w 0 −w a ln a .
(3.29)
Minimizing χ 2 = 0 −3 dx (∆w) 2 with respect to w 0 andw a we get w 0 = −1.0436 and w a = −0.0108. The corresponding curve is shown as the green dot-dashed line in the left panel of Fig. 3 . It reproduces the values from the numerical integration to a relative accuracy |∆w/w| ≤ 1.5 × 10 −3 over the whole interval −3 < x < 0, as we can see from the right panel in Fig. 3 . However, comparing with the right panel in Fig. 2 we see that in the region −1 < x < 0 this fit is much less accurate than the fit (3.27).
3. Finally, we fit w DE (x) in the region −1 < x < 1. Of course this is to some extent academic, since only the region x ≤ 0, i.e. our past, is relevant for comparison with observations, but this exercise is still instructive to get a general understanding of how the fitting function can depend on the range considered. In this case, we see from the left panel of Fig. 2 that the standard fit (3.25) is no longer accurate, and at x > 0 the correct fitting function should rise faster. In this region a significantly better fit is in fact obtained using eq. (3.27). We compute the best-fit values by varying the three parameters (w 0 , w a , q) so to minimize χ 2 = 
(3.30)
In the region −1 < x < 0 the fit (3.27) gives
Note that, for |x| 1, ρ DE (x) ρ DE (0)e −3(1+w 0 )x+(3/2)wax 2 and the term O(x 2 ) can be neglected, giving back the usual behavior ρ DE (x) ρ DE (0)e −3(1+w 0 )x = ρ DE (0)a −3(1+w 0 ) . In the region −3 < x < −1 we use eq. (3.29) and we find ret operators, applied to a function F (t), are defined by
where f (t) is a given solution of 2f = 0 and g(t) is a given solution of Dg = 0. To motivate the introduction of these homogeneous solutions, consider a cosmological model that starts from an earlier phase (for instance an inflationary phase) followed by RD and then MD. In this case it could be more natural to define 2 −1 setting to zero the homogeneous solution at the beginning of the inflationary era, that we denote as t = t i (2
If we denote by t * the value of cosmic time when the inflationary epoch ends and RD starts (so t * > t i ), and we compute the value of (2 −1 ret R)(t) during RD using the definition (4.3), we have
In the second integral, in contrast, t > t * , and we can use the fact that R(t ) = 0 in RD, i.e. for t > t * , so
dt . Then we find that during RD, rather than having (2 −1 ret R)(t) = 0 as with the definition (2.2), we now have 6) where
dt a d (t )R(t ) and
. The same point is also easily understood in terms of the perturbative solutions for U and Y given in eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) . If for instance we define the non-local operators so that u 0 = u 1 = a 0 = a 1 = 0 in the inflationary perturbative solution, during the inflationary phase we have
where ζ infl 0 is the constant value of ζ(x) during inflation. At the inflation-RD transition, this solution will smoothly match to a perturbative RD solution, obtained setting ζ 0 = −2 in eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) , i.e.
10)
where α R ± = (1/2)(−5 ± √ 13). The value of the coefficients u R 0 , u R 1 , a R 1 , a R 2 can be determined analytically imposing the continuity of the functions and of their derivatives at the transition, and will be non-zero.
The above discussion shows that, in general, even if we are interested only in the cosmological evolution starting from RD, we should in general use the definitions of 2 values taken by the perturbative solutions,
a suitable choice of the parameters u 0 , u 1 , a 1 , a 2 that appears in eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) . The advantage of using the set {u 0 , u 1 , a 1 , a 2 } to parametrize the space of initial conditions is that in the early phase of the evolution, when we are still deep in the RD phase, the modes proportionals to u 0 , u 1 , a 1 , a 2 evolve independently, according to eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) . In particular, in RD u 1 , a 1 and a 2 are associated to exponentially decaying modes, so (in the space of solutions of the local model) along these directions of the parameter space the solution with initial conditions u 1 = a 1 = a 2 = 0 is an attractor. Thus, along these directions even relatively large initial deviations of Y (x) from the unperturbed solution can be reabsorbed by the evolution. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where we start at x in = −66 with a very large initial value of Y (x in ) (10 7 on the left panel and 10 17 on the right panel), and with the initial value Y (x in ) chosen equal to α + Y (x in ), so that at the initial time we have excited the mode e α + x in eq. (3.20) . However, since α + < 0 during RD, this mode decays exponentially, and we see that even very large initial values are reabsorbed in the solution before dark energy start to be relevant (observe that, even with these large initial values, γY (x) is always completely negligible with respect to the radiation densiy in the early Universe). The mode e α − x decays even faster, since also α − < 0, and
The situation is different for u 0 , which corresponds to a marginally stable mode. In conclusion, if we discard the exponentially decaying modes associated to {u 1 , a 1 , a 2 }, the only interesting generalization of our non-local model is obtained defining, in RD, 14) while in the definition (4.2) we can still keep S 0,hom (t) = 0. We now explore the physical meaning and the cosmological consequences of this modification.
Modification of 2 −1 and the cosmological constant
Quite interestingly, the introduction of u 0 is equivalent to introducing an explicit cosmological constant term in the non-local model. Indeed, let us write
where 2 −1 new R is the new definition of the retarded 2 −1 operator given in eq. (4.14) while 2 −1 old R is our "old" definition (2.2). The model which uses the new definition is governed by the equation
which, using eq. (4.15), becomes
We have therefore re-introduced a cosmological constant! Writing ρ Λ = Λ/(8πG) and
The result is quite interesting because it shows that, once we discard the modes that are exponentially decaying during RD, the whole freedom in the definition of the non-local operators 2
−1
ret and D
ret boils down to the possibility of introducing an explicit cosmological constant in the equations, with a values determined by γ and by the initial conditions on the auxiliary field U . In the next section we will study the cosmological evolution of this more general class of models. The effect of using a value of u 0 of order one is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 5 , where we compare the solution of the previous section, found choosing the initial conditions on the perturbative solution (3.19,3.20) with u 0 = 0, to the solution found setting u 0 = 4. In both cases we adjust γ so to maintain fixed Ω M = 0.3175, which is obtained using γ = 0.050255 for u 0 = 0 and γ = 0.038930 for u 0 = 4. 4 We see that, when u 0 > 0, the dark energy density has a constant component which is non-vanishing even in RD. The respective EOS parameters are shown in the right panel. The effect of introducing a positive u 0 is to increase w 0 from the value −1.042 that it has for u 0 = 0, toward a value closer to −1, but still on the phantom side (for u 0 = 4, we get w 0 = −1.032). This is clearly understood from the fact that the introduction of u 0 is formally equivalent to introducing a cosmological constant, with Ω Λ = γu 0 , on top of which evolves a dynamical dark energy, with the sum of these two components still constrained to take the value 0.68 today. Therefore the value of w 0 is shifted toward the value −1 corresponding to a cosmological constant. This effect can be seen even more clearly taking a much larger value of u 0 , e.g. u 0 = 400. In this case we must choose γ = 0.00165 in order to keep fixed Ω M = 0.3175. The result is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6 . In this case we find w 0 −1.001. It is clear that, as u 0 → +∞, the model approaches more and more ΛCDM. In fact, in order to keep the contribution Ω Λ = γu 0 at a value smaller or equal than 0.68, as we send u 0 → ∞ we must tune γ → 0; correspondingly, the dynamical contribution γY (x) to the DE goes to zero, and in the limit u 0 → ∞ we remain with a ΛCDM model with γu 0 kept fixed at the value 0.68. At u 0 > ∼ 100, we find that the numerical results for w 0 and w a are well fitted by
with A 0.5, B 0.1, and therefore
So, in the more general class of model parametrized by u 0 , the prediction (3.28) changes. Nevertheless, we see that even in this more general class of models the EOS parameter today is always on the phantom side, and while u 0 spans the whole range u 0 ∈ [0, ∞), the prediction for w 0 remains in the rather narrow range [−1.042, −1). Furthermore, we have a relation between w 0 and w a in which u 0 is eliminated, and which therefore remains as a pure prediction of the model. It is also interesting to explore the region u 0 < 0. In this case we are effectively adding a negative value of Ω Λ . The resulting evolution is given in right panel of Fig. 6 for u 0 = −10. In this case we find w 0 −1.12, w a −0.32. Observe that, for u 0 < 0, the value of w 0 is shifted even more toward the phantom side. Varying u 0 we find that for u 0 lower than a critical value u c −12 it is no longer possible to obtain γY (0) = 0.68. This is due to the fact that the function Y (x) can only begin to rise at the beginning of the MD era, and if at this epoch it starts from a value below a critical one, it cannot rise fast enough to attain the required value in x = 0. This again has the effect of limiting the possible range of predictions for w 0 and w a in our model.
In Fig. 7 we show the values of the pair (w 0 , w a ) obtained for different u 0 (as defined by fitting to the function w(a) = w 0 + (1 − a)w a in the region −1 < x < 0). In order not to clutter the diagram, we only show a subset of the points actually computed. The star marks the position of the point (w 0 = −1.042, w a = −0.020) obtained for u 0 = 0. Toward its right we have displayed the points computed for u 0 = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 400, while at its left we have shown the points obtained for u 0 = −2, −3, . . . , −8, −8.5, −9. The solid line in Fig. 7 is a fit to these data of the form
with a 0.231, b −4.386 and c −684.2.
As we move toward the value u c −12, a fit of the form w(a) = w 0 + (1 − a)w a in the range −1 < x < 0 is no longer appropriate. This is due to the fact that, when Y (x) starts from negative values, it must cross the horizontal axis somewhere in order to reach a positive value at x = 0, as in the right-panel of Fig. 6 . At this point Y /Y diverges, and therefore also w(x). If this happens within the interval [−1, 0], our fitting procedure is no longer appropriate. In this regime it is better to use a "pointlike" definition w 0 = w(0), w a = −w (0) (which, for values of u 0 ≥ 0 gives results consistent, at the level of three decimal figures, with those obtained fitting to the region −1 < x < 0). In this case, at the last point u = u c −12 for which we can obtain an evolution such that γY (0) = 0.618, we get w 0 −1.33 , w a −0.58 ,
which we take as the most extreme prediction of our model. This is however just a small corner of our parameter space. As we see from Fig. 7 , in the rest of the parameter space w 0 and w a vary over a much more narrow range.
Estimating the values of u 0 from an earlier inflationary phase
In the above analysis, the value of u 0 during RD has been taken as a free parameter. However, we have seen that such a non-zero value is naturally generated by the evolution from a pre-existing inflationary phase, and it is interesting to try to estimate it in terms of the parameters of such a phase. Consider then a model that starts in an earlier inflationary phase, followed by RD and MD. As we saw in eq. ret operator is defined setting to zero the homogeneous solutions during the inflationary phase, the solutions e α ± x are spurious, and are simply not solutions of the original non-local equation. Thus, in the space of solutions of the original non-local equation, the perturbative inhomogeneous solution during the inflationary phase is stable, even if in the space of solutions of the differential equations of the local formulation it is unstable. The unstable direction is a spurious solutions, which has been introduced by the localization procedure.
As shown in eqs. ret operator in the inflationary phase will generate a non-vanishing homogeneous solution in RD, and we can find the corresponding values of the constants u R 0 , u R 1 , a R 1 and a R 2 . This exercise should be taken with some care, because we are assuming that the non-local massive gravity model that we are considering is valid up to the energies, such as 10 16 GeV, where inflation takes place. Actually, as discussed in [60, 61] , the non-local equation (2.1) should be understood as an effective classical equation obtained from some form of classical or quantum smoothing in a more fundamental theory, so the model might be modified in the UV well before such scales are reached. Furthermore, we must anyhow make assumptions on the values of U and Y at the beginning of inflation. With these caveats, lets us define the non-local operators so that the solution (3.20) in the inflationary phase has u 1 = a 1 = a 2 = 0, and choose u 0 so that U (x) = 0 at the beginning of inflation, x = x i . Setting for simplicity Depending on the energy scale at which inflation takes place, the minimum number of e-folds required for a successful de Sitter inflationary model ranges from ∆N 67 for an inflationary scale at 10 16 GeV, to ∆N 37 for inflation at the TeV. This gives a minimum value of U (x f ) 150, while taking ∆N = 67 we have U (x f ) = 268. Performing the matching to the analytic RD solution we find that during RD
where 26) and c 1 , c 2 = O(1). Since in RD α ± < 0, all exponentials decay, and this solution is quickly attracted toward the solution with u R 1 = a R 1 = a R 2 = 0. Thus, the subsequent evolution is identical to that obtained setting initial condition in the RD phase such that u R 0 is given by eq. (4.26) while
> ∼ 100 we can use the fit (4.19) and (under the hypothesis specified above) we get a prediction for w 0 and w a in terms of the number of inflationary e-folds, 27) as well as the relation (4.20) (or, more accurately, the relation (4.21)) between w 0 and w a . Observe that in this case w 0 will be very close to −1. For ∆N = 67, eq. (4.27) gives w 0 −1.002, while for ∆N = 37 we get w 0 −1.003.
Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the cosmological consequences of a non-local generalization of GR that, in the far IR, involves the addition to the Einstein equations of a term proportional to the transverse parts of g µν 2 −1 R, eq. (2.1). This models can be seen broadly as a classical theory of massive gravity, in the sense that GR is deformed by the introduction of a mass parameter (although, as discussed in [61] , the graviton in this theory remains massless!). A rather appealing feature of the g µν 2 −1 R model is that it is highly predictive, since, contrary to typical scalar-tensor theories, f (R) theories, Rf (2 −1 R) theories, etc., we do not have arbitrary functions of the scalar field or of the curvature that enter the model, and which are normally chosen so to have the desired cosmological behavior. In our model in a first approximation we only have one free parameter, the mass scale m, or equivalently the dimensionless parameter γ = m 2 /(9H 2 0 ), which replaces the parameter Ω Λ in ΛCDM. We have also seen that the model can be extended adding the most general solution of the homogeneous equations 2U = 0 and DS 0 = 0 in the definition of the 2 −1 and D −1 operators. In the end, this amounts to adding to the corresponding local system a more general set of initial condition, parameterized by four variables u 0 , u 1 , a 1 , a 2 . However, u 1 , a 1 , a 2 parametrize irrelevant directions in the space of solutions. It is therefore natural to consider a "next-to-minimal" model, in which only u 0 is retained. We have found that the introduction of u 0 is equivalent to adding a cosmological constant on top of the dynamical dark energy components. In this sense, the existence of this marginally stable direction of parameter space is not surprising. It is clear that, given a cosmological model that produces a dynamical dark energy, we can always put on top of it the contribution of a cosmological constant.
At the level of background evolutions, these models provide quite interesting predictions:
1. In the case u 0 = 0, as already shown in [61] , once we fix γ so to reproduce the observed value of the DE density today, Ω DE 0.68, we have no more freedom, and we get a sharp prediction for the dark energy equation of state. Writing w(a) = w 0 + (1 − a)w a , we get w 0 = −1.042 and w a = −0.020, see eq. (3.28). Various aspects of this result are quite interesting. First of all it is highly non-trivial that, without any tuning, we get a value of w 0 so close to −1. Second, the result is on the phantom side, as suggested, at the 2σ level, by the Planck results [64] .
2. In the models parametrized by m and u 0 we have one more free parameter and therefore, unavoidably, less predictivity. Nevertheless, even opening this new direction in parameter space, the predictions of the model remain quite sharp. First of all, the parameter w 0 always remain on the phantom side. As u 0 sweeps the range u 0 ∈ [0, ∞), the prediction for w 0 remains in the rather narrow range [−1.042, −1), moving monotonically toward −1 as u 0 → +∞. Similarly, w a moves monotonically from the value that it has for u 0 = 0, w a = −0.020, toward the value w a = 0 for u 0 → ∞. As u 0 → ∞ we then approach the ΛCDM point (w 0 = −1, w a = 0).
We have also changed u 0 toward negative values and found that, below a critical value u 0 −12, it is no longer possible to obtain Ω DE 0.68 today. In the range of allowed negative values of u 0 , w 0 goes even more toward the phantom side, reaching a minimum value w 0 −1.33, with w a −0.58.
In conclusion these model generically predict a value of w 0 on the phantom side, in the relatively narrow range −1.32 < ∼ w 0 ≤ −1. Furthermore, if w 0 is measured with sufficient accuracy and is within this range, we can deduce from it the value of u 0 and therefore get a pure prediction for w a . Equivalently, our model predicts a relation between the observed values of w 0 and w a , which is displayed in Fig. 7 and fitted in eq. (4.21).
The phantom value of w 0 that we find is quite suggestive, in view of the Planck results. The target of the Euclid mission is to reach a precision of 0.01 on w 0 and of 0.1 on w a [67] . At this level of precision, we will have a very stringent test of the prediction given in eq. (3.28), or more generally of the relation between w a and w 0 given in Fig. 7 .
We now define
and we split it into its transverse and longitudinal parts, as in eq. (1.2). We can then rewrite eq. (A.1) as a pair of differential equations
In the case of FRW, the procedure for extracting the transverse part from S µν and reducing eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) to a system of ordinary differential equations has been described in [57] . In FRW, for symmetry reasons the only non-vanishing components of the tensor S µν are S 0 0 (t) and S i i (t) (where the sum over i is understood). Similarly, the only nonvanishing component of the vector S µ that enters in eq. U + 3HU = 6Ḣ + 12H 2 , (A.8) 9) where, as in sect. 2, we have taken ρ equal to the sum of the matter density ρ M and the radiation density ρ R . We then define 
A.2 Perturbative solutions and instabilities
Neglecting the contribution of Y to ζ and setting ζ(x) ζ 0 the equations for U and V become and Ω R e −4x . Therefore they provide a solution of the equations that gives back standard cosmology at early times.
In sect. 2 we found that, for the 2 −1 R model, the homogeneous solutions are stable (or, in the case of u 0 , marginally stable) both in RD and MD. There is a potential instability if there is an earlier inflationary phase, which can however be avoided assigning the appropriate boundary conditions that exclude them during inflation. 5 In contrast, in this model the homogeneous solution for V (x) associated to the mode e β + x is unstable both in RD and in MD, since in both regimes β + > 0. This instability makes it impossible to obtain a convincing evolution during RD and MD. If we start the evolution from an earlier inflationary era, even setting to zero the homogeneous solution during this epoch, once we enter in RD and we match the perturbative solution during inflation with the perturbative solution during RD, the homogeneous solutions of the RD era will be generated, and will quickly lead to an instability of the system. We could start the evolution from the RD era, assigning there initial conditions that amount to setting to zero the homogeneous RD solution, but in any case the instability will show up in MD. We have indeed checked this behavior with the numerical integration of the exact equations (A.12)-(A.15). The instability is triggered by the exponentially growing mode of V (x) but, since V (x) couples to all other functions, it leads to an instability also in the functions U and Y and then in the Hubble parameter h(x), which leads to an early phase of accelerated expansion that screws up the standard RD and MD epochs. The conclusion is that the model with b 1 = 1, b 2 = 0 is not cosmologically viable, since already at the level of background evolution it cannot reproduce standard cosmology at early times. 6 This conclusion extends to all models of the form (1.5) as long as b 1 = 0, i.e. as long as the operator 2 −1 G µν is present, since its inclusion automatically brings in the function V (x) which is responsible for the instability. The fact that tensor non-localities generically brings instabilities has also been recently found, in a different non-local model, in [47] .
